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INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
At the Catholic Faily Consultation Service (C.F.C.S.) 
ot the Archdioc.seot Chicago a serious need has been telt to 
solve the problem ot dropouts and premature termination in 
marriage counseUng_ The percentag. of ca •• s who either de. 
cline treatment or withdraw before treatment is completed can 
be placed at the conservative estimate 01 )0 per cent or more 
01 all cases, which rate tollows along the .... pattern ot 
dropouts in moat family ag.ncie. and menHl health clinics 1n 
thi. country.l The s1tuation becomes more critical in this 
'agency because of the big disproportion between "supply and 
demand. " With only tour profe.ional social work.rs torming 
the core ot the statt and with the help of thr.. part-tt.e 
cas .... orkers and some )0 parish, priests counselors who dO coun-
seling on a voluntary basi., the da,..to-clay increase in case-
load. is much too high tor this llm1ted personnel. 2 The high 
demand tor counseling ari.e. trom 'he fact that the C.F.C.S. 
i8 the only Catholic asency tor marriage counseling in the big-
ge.t archdiocese ot the country. It a certain device could be 
, lDorothy Fahs Beck, "Pattern 1n Use of Family Agency 
Service, "JW.lx Slnle. AS!9cHtion of Amtris;a, New York, 
1962, p. • 
,..~!S"Q~> m.ore deta11s on the set-up and funct,1ons ot the 
C.F.C.~~.p~ ~e. \t/auck. A. L. ":t.e ClfEr.: ,II PjYJJ',.ors," J. of ~-.u.gion and. ~1ental Hea Eh, o. t 0., Y • 
2 
employed in order to initLally identify potential terminators, 
time and effort would not be wasted on them, and the maximum 
utilization of agency services would be achieved and profitably 
so by admitting only likely remainers or giving preferential 
treatment to them in case the agency wants to offer help to 
every case. 
To identify potential dropouts oertain means have been 
tried with varyin~ d.e~ of .suocess in some family agencies. 
In one. Krause (1962) reported that clinical prediction of dis-
continuance was made after a telephone intake interview. Garcea 
and Irwin (1962) of the Syracuse Child and Family Servi<:e used 
"limited contrJl.¢.~, tecbi~qu." in which applicants wtlre asked to 
take 'a trial ~riod of counseling and then later make a limited 
contract to stay for treatment for at least four months. Most 
agencies analyzed social workers' reports on clients to find 
out distinguishing characteristics of terminators and remainers. 
In mental health clinics the general method of selection is by 
means of tests like the Rorschach, MMPI and other batteries of 
tests. 
In the C.F.C.S. a member of the professional staff sug-
gested the idea of exploring the suitability and applicability 
of the Sacks Sentence Completion Tests (SSCT) to identify po-
tential dropouts. Some practical considerations supported the 
selection of this particular test instead of another. Like all 
sentence completion techniques, the SSCT lends itself to easy 
administration and scoring, ev:en for tihose who are moderately 
3 
trained in projective technique methods. Besides, the SSCT 
would be time-saving by eliminating the need for another test 
to discover probable terminators. According to agency policy 
the SSCT is routinely administered to all applicants at intake 
for diagnostic purposes. During the weekly statf meeting the 
completed test hStps in their decision whether to admit the 
client for treatment or refer him to a psychiatric clinic as a 
deeply pathological case which the agency cannot properly handle. 
In treatment cases the BSCT provides valuable clues for the coun-
", 
selor in his formulations of the cl1ttnts' personality structure 
and his problems, before planning treatment procedure. But the 
SSCT has never been used in the agency for predicting premature 
termination. 
This study was undertaken to investigate the possibility of 
using the SSCT to identify certain personality variables that 
would differentiate the couples who remain in counseling from . 
those who terminate prematurely. Specifically it asks: do the 
differences--if any--in emotional" adjustment. as revealed by the 
SSCT. significantly discriminate between the "terminatortf couples 
and the "remainer" couples? As will be explained later in the 
chapter dealing with the SBCT, the presence or absence of and the 
. degree of emotional disturbance in 15 attitude areas (towards 
mother, father, goals, etc.) are among the personality factors 
revealed by the SSeT. The present investigation was focused on 
... 
maladjustment in the 15 attitude areas. The aim of this study. 
therefore, was to investigate whether the SSCT can detect emo~al 
4 
disturbance in the 15 areas that would significantly differ-
entiate the couples who stay in marital counseling from those 
who quit prematurely. 
A corollary aim of the present investigation was to test 
the hypothesis of those who claim that "disturbance" as a person-
ality factor does not significantly discriminate between the con-
tinuers and discontinuers in therapy_ Although Taulbee (1958) 
reported that continuers scored higher on the ~~I symptom scales 
than the discontinuers in his sample of out-patients in psycho~ 
therapy, Fanshel (1958) contradicts this position and concluded 
that "mental health" is not related to likelihood otLconti.nuance. 
Similarly. Sullivan (1958) found no difference in ~tPI symptom 
scales, when he studied a similar sample of out-patients like 
Taulbee's. Lorr (1958) found that te~atorshad a history of 
more antisocial acts than the continuers. Levitt (195g) holds 
the same position as torr's. Yet five different studies by 
" 
Frank (1957), Lorr et a1 (1958), Sullivan (1958), Gallagher,~958) 
and Taulbee (1958) reported that "anxiety" was greater in the 
continuers than in, the discontinuers. Unless anxiety is a Sign 
(" 
of 4isturbance. it would appear from these last mentioned five 
that disturbance is a factor in continuance or discontinuance. 
Since these conflicting conclusions are unclear in their impli-
cations, further investigation of the matter of disturbance like 
the present study seemed warranted. At least it was expected 
to shed some light on the present controversy. 
CHAPTEH II 
REVIEW OF LITSRATURE 
The review ot literature includes studies that are clas-
sified into two broad categories; namely, those about contin-
uance or discontinuance in treatment and those on the sentence 
completion test. particularly on the SSCT. From this back-
ground ot past studies the present investigation appeared ditl 
terent and original although it agreed with the tirst group ot 
studies in trying to identity personality tactors associated 
with premature termination in therapy. \11th the second group 
it agreed in exploring the different uses ot the sentence 
completion test but diftered from them in employing the SSCT 
to discriminate terminator couples trom the remainers in mar-
riage counseling. In this sense the present study appeared 
original. 
With the abundance ot written material on the topic ot 
continuation in therapy one 1s confronted with two difficulties. 
First, what should one report among the many studies? A report 
on all of them would constitute a complete dissertation like 
one done by Lavinger (1960) and another by Fulerson and Barry 
(1962). Secondly, how to set up a framework for organizing 
the various findings in order to indicate common faetors among 
them. To solve the first difficulty, only those investigations 
concerning personality tactors which are associated with staying 
s 
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in treatment will.be reviewed. Even amol'1l these, only the more 
important ones were conaidered sine. many are mere replications 
ot previous on.s. 
The pr ••• nt study is not concerned with other variables 
lik. therapi.ts' characteristics or other situational tactors 
l1ke distance trom clinic, aocial .nviroruu8nt, etc., which o1;her 
investigators have included in 1;he~ studi.a. TAIt inv.st!&a .. 
t10M done on patients' attribut .. were divided into those which 
wen conducted. by aocial worken in the .ettina of social ... n-
cie. anet tho.. by p",cholociets and paychiatl'iet8 1n me .. l 
health cUnics. Incidentally, the.e have contributed. pre to 
the atuc1y .t continuanc. than the social work.s,. 
Publ1ab.ed. repone on .. tenee completion testa as an in-
stnaent to pred.ict coll\auation in therapy are very tew when 
camparecl with tho.. _Wil.. 1181J:ac other teats 11ke th. MMPI. 
TAT anclftRoncbad4 aDClwl\b regard to the SSCT as a" measure .of 
continuance. no atud.y was reported. 
WcWUII J:r[ §2SHJ. \v9Eket e 
One of the earlier studies about personality factors pre-
clict1ng continuance in treatment was "'~ed by M. Blekner 
(1953) of the CCIIIDlunity Service Society of New York. ~er 
analyzing 338 first interview cue report., three judges. found 
tour factors to a1piticantlr d1acr1Dd Date the one-interview 
ca... from the more-'than-one 1nteMi.ew cases: (1) The client 
7 
more likely to rot\1r'n tor fUrtber interviews t.han one with a 
problem in another area f (2) U the cUent 'a response to a 
woricer's propoaal or SUggestion tor solutions or core or basic 
problems is 'reject1na or noncommittal he 18n~ likely to 
return; () 1t the- client app.ears to move forwarcl 1n accepting 
the worker 88 a counselor during the tint interview, he 18 
likely to e._ baok. Thea. conclusions according to the author 
are not c1eflm:tlve. The,. point to the naecl tor tu.tmher research 
a1:ll.ed at t1nd1ng reUable quant.1tied •• a8\11"e. ot certaia .ta~ors 
noticeable in a first int.er"V'iew. Also. D.O objective measure 
was used exc8I$tu cl1n1cal Judpenta OD ca.8 ~epo"s. 
L. Ripple (,19") conduct_ a reaearch project to inves-
tigate 'the relationship ~ continuance With such factors as 
mot1.at1on t capa4ity t .. iN"""'a1 opportun1ty. ancl agency 
aern.ce. By mu. of a Nting 80ale devised t. the at_. ·thre4 
judge. rAuecl cue' NOOrcla ot 3,1 c11en_. &om two Chicago agen-
e1e.. R..u.ta 1J:ac:I4cated. that the.. tactors ditterentiated the 
continuers trcm the d1.continuera. The cut ott point between 
the criterion groups was tour interviews or lass tor thelatt .. 
arut five or more for the former. '!'he author admit. that be.i4.e. 
'he •• tour factors found, there are other eliscriminating attn-
baas. 
Rogan (19'7) found. many cll.nt.' characteristic. that 
clitt.en'd.at6 'he "unplanned. cloa._" tiaoontuueJ'a) froal· the 
"pl.aJuted. clo8vau (raainera). nefininc continuers as tho •• who 
had at least tive interviews end the cl1scontinuera, those with 
leas than tive, h.'~'"portec:l that caseworkers considered. the 
continuers clur1ng the f1rst interview to have greater motivation 
~o solve their problema., less resil:tance to exploration, attri-
bute responsibility tor problema to themselves rather than to 
other. or to cireumRance, or a higher educational attainment 
and better unUrstand1ncot their probl_ than tht:: discontinuera. 
These conclU81ou were baaed On the analysis or 25G ~"irat inter-
view reports. Judperma ..... made by the casework ... who intCtr ... 
Viewed th_. 
'l'bilt contau •• ten4 to attribute responsibility tor 
probl_ to t~ly •• rather than to others or to c1rc:uDlatancea 
1.8 conttrmed. by other atuU. like Lake'. (1959) t Mitchel.'. at 
, 
a1 (1953). The 1&n authors Nport_ that continuera in a 
rrtarital cOUnseling apncy tended to describe their husbands 
le.s negatively. sbari.ng the bl.8Dle tOI!' their troubles ~ .. ~ of 
blaming the other spouse entirely. 
In a .... .,. "pon of their 1nvest1aation ot .tail,. agen-
oie. in 8 Q)ajor oiti •• of the country, A. Shyne (19'7) described 
those "who cU.d not respond tor turtherseM'ice t!1scont1nuers) 
aa pereoll8 who lack acceptance of responsibiUty lor the ex1 .... 
tenc. of prob1_. who have low motivatioD tor solution ot the 
... , no cooperation in eolvirlg them, resistant to workers' 
exploration," In thi8 study the " ... reh worker is aware of .,. 
lack o£ acient;U1c validation anel reliability and solely re11e. 
9 
Qn the criteria ot logic and relevance to agency operation • 
. " .{ 
The findings ot Garcea and Irwin (1962) are similar to the 
conclusions mentioned abOYe. They conducted. an experiment called 
"l1m1ted contract," which was mentioned in the introduction of 
this study. (p.2) Caseworkers in their agency agree on these 
observations: most dropouts tend to use the detensive mechanians 
of impulsiveness, denial and projectlons; 14hey tend to tocus on 
their environmental pre.sures t not on personal conflicts and 
interpersonal relationships. 
A study on continuation bt treatment was done in a ch1ld 
guidance cllnic by Roas and Lacey (196~). The results .howed 
that .. families who tollowed treatment to a minimum ot 16 1nter-
views, when CQlllpared with tho •• who quit betore the tifth ses-· 
s10n, had sign1ticantly more developmental difficulties. unuaual 
behavior (would this indicate maladjustment - investigator). 
marital disharmony, and specitic somatic ailments. Tenn1nators 
had IlOre school truancy and they had less otten experienced a 
waiting period between .ppUcation and 1ntake. That the re- . 
mainers sign1ticantly had "more developmental difficulties and 
unusual behavior" would seem to indicate that maladjustment 1s 
an indicator ot continuance •. 
Levitt (19;8) concluded in his study on ;0 "detectors" and 
59 "non-detectors" in a 6hild Guidance Clinic in Chicago, tllat 
~ , 
motivation and severity of symptoms as possible indicators ot 
continuation was not validated. With F~nshel he opines that 
mental health 18 no indicator of continuance. 
10 
In summary, it appears that the above studies done by socia 
workers have the .. points in common: (1) except tor the factor 
of mental health mentioned by Fanahel, Ross and Levitt, all in-
v •• t1gatora mentioned tbe factors of motivation. cooperation of 
patient. focusing on peraonal probl._ t fe.Ung ot responsibility 
for problems, 1 ... resistance to worker t • exploration as asao-
ciat" with continuation in tr .... nt, (2) without using any 
standardised teats w meaaure contlnuanc ... as done by paycholo-
,ina-the.e stucl1e. employ the elinical approach of investi-
s&tion. In thia method. tacts are obaerved, recorded and analyse 
intu11d:vely by skilled judge.. Studies of this type lack the 
sei.ntitic validity of tho.. studies done with standardized tests 
whoae data are analysed by tormal statistical procedures. 
The pre.ent study was also done in the •• tting of a soclal 
agency but differed from \he ton&Oing Rudie. by £098il1l on the 
persOnality tactor' of _tional adjustment. Lacey and 10 ••• 
_ong the factor. they found auoclated with continuance include 
d.etect. in personality d.evelopaent and. W1\l$U&1 behavior to be 
re1it,d with continuance, while Fanahel and Levitt contradict 
this op1n1on. Another ditterence from the previOUS studi8. is 
the use of the SSCT on a sample of couple., who data were 
statistically analysed and evaluated with regard to their em0-
tional adjustment. 
11 
Studies by Psychologists and Psychiatrists 
Premature termination in therapy has been a favorite sub-
ject for investigation by ppychiatrists in the last decade. 
There is a wealth of written reports on their findings (One 
begins to wonder whether there is any sense and value in repli-
cating many of these studies.) on every possible variable in-
fluencing premature termination. Patients t and therapistts 
characteristics, relationship between the two, situational fac-
tors, factors associated with success, etc., were measured and 
evaluated with different tests. Levinger and Fulerson and Barry, 
as mentioned before ( 1'.5), made a very comprehensive review of the 
principal studies on continuance. 
From the abundance of reports only the principal and more 
recent ones dealing with personality factors are reported here 
" 
since the present investigation is concerned with the personality 
factor of maladjustment as a probable indicator of termination 
in therapy. In reviewing these articles special consideration 
was given to the subjects, the instrument used, and the method-
ology followed in order to point out how the present study dif-
fered from them in these respects. 
The first reported study on predicting termination by means 
of the Rorschach scores was done by Rogers, Knaus, and Hammond 
(1951). The cut point in interviews between "those deSiring" 
treatment (continuers) and those "not-desiring" treatment (dis-
continuers) was five or more interviews for the continuers and 
12 
less than five for the discontinuers. The result was negative: 
Rorschach scores cannot predict continuance on the basis of 
motivation (desiring treatment) for those who had 5 or more in-
terviews. 
A year or two later Kotknu and Meadow (1952, 1953) testing 
the hypothesis that in group psychotherapy, continuance and dis-
continuance was a function ot three Rorschach factors--FC minus 
CF, D~, and R, and dichotomising 26 patients with 9 or more in-
terviews as continuers and less than 9 interviews for discon-
tinuers, their findings showed that the Fe minus CF,I$R but not 
B% significantly discriminated the criterion groups. These re-
sults were interpreted according to a hypothesis that patients 
with relatively high score. on FC minus CF, and a Rorschach scores 
have greater capacity to bear anxiety generated by psychothera-
peutic process than those with low scores on the same factors. 
Auld and Eron (1953) contradicted Kotkov and Meadow when 
they found ,results contrary to Kotkao's findings. They used the 
same formula tor'prediction as that used by Kotkov and their 
sample patientBwere taken fram a New Haven clinic. 
Gibby et al (1954) also using Kotkov's prediction formula 
with five interviews for quitters and 20 or more for stayers, 
found that only R correlated with continuance but IQ was partialed 
out. 
Affleck and Mednick (1959) used a prediction formula based 
on R, M, H scores and had tor subjects 75 male veterans with 
13 
psychiatric disorders. They wanted to see who ot the 7S would 
continue treatment tor more than three sessions (cut off point) 
and found that the "abrupt~ terminators were characterized by 
limited verbal productivity and avoidance ot expression ot ideas 
dealing with human activity. 
With these conflicting results based on Rorschach scores, 
only R or verbal produc,ivity seems to be the only indicator of 
continuance. Gallager (19S4) and. Taulbee (19S8) supports this 
same hypothesis. But as Fulkerson (1961) says, "the Rorschach 
is probably an unnecessarily cumbersome way of measuring this R 
variable and perhaps another instrument like the Mooney Problem 
Check Li8t i8 a better one." 
Some investigators used other measures tbaH the Rorschach 
or in addition to it. Taulbee (1958) used the Rorschach and the 
MMPI to ditterentiate the continuers and quitters. Working with 
8S patients in the Omaha VA Mental Health Clinic and setting 13 
interviews a8 the cut pOint betwee~ the dichotomous groups he 
found that the ramainers as predicted showed greater affectivity, 
dependenc., need to be accepted, less detensive, more anxiOUS, 
more conscious ot inadequacy, inferiority, and depression. more 
disturbed in sex, tmmature in attitude to lite, tear, and guilt. 
He found t.hat the continuers scored higher on the MMPI symptom 
• 
scales but Sullivan (1957) using the same measure in a similar 
setting did not. support this finding 
14 
Lorr, Katz, and Rubenstein (19S8) using a battery of tests 
()9-item Behaviour Disturbance Scale, self-rating scale, Taylor 
MAS, lS-item multiple choice vocabulary test, 20-item F Scale for 
authoritarianism) and setting extreme groups of continuers with 
26 weeks of therapy against terminators with 6 weeks or less, 
reported these findings: terminators are more likely to have a 
history of frequent troubles with the law, lack of impulse control 
hostility to authority, lackoof goal persistence,lack of personal 
ties and loyalties, less likely to report anxiety and less self-
dissatisfied than the remainers. The )00 cases they studied came 
tram 1) mental health clinic~which was a very good sample. 
The latest study on premature termination was undertaken 
by McNair, torr, and Calahan (1961), who further validated the 
predictive validity of the test battery (TB) used in their 
previous study. The sample consisted ot 282 outpatients from 
7 VAAclinics. \t/ith complicated statistical analysis of data they 
concluded that remainers are les8 impulsive, less antisocial in 
behaVior, admit more anxious behavior, more critical of them-
sitlves, less rigid. and irrational in beliefs, more retiring in 
interpersonal dealings, better educated, better vocabulary, and 
more motivated for therapy_ 
Among those more recent re.earchers in the area of pre-
mature termination, Hiller haspperhaps done most. He is the only 
one who used a SCT instrument to identify the personality factors 
associated with premature termination. In several studies 
15 
(19.58. 1959), he found that continuers significantly differed 
trom the terminators in the following respects: they are better 
in ltQ and verbal but poor in performance. be~ter in similarity 
subtest but poorer in digit span anti digit symbol. All these 
attributes were measured. by the WB teat. On the basis of initial 
complaints preSeDted by :the patieats, he found continuers pre-
sented neurotic symbols like obsessions, phobias. anxiety, and 
depression, terminators presented. organic symptQns. anti-social 
behaviour or schizoid f'ee11ngs. Using a third. instrument, the 
Mlchigan SCT J he found that tour s1gn11'lcant ditterences dis-
tinguished the two groups: (1) Continuers were less evasive 
and more willing to reveal personal feeUngs and conticlen:t.ul 
matters about themselves and thi1r parentsl (2) more conoerned 
about feelings of' personal and social inadequacy; (J.) greater 
need tor succesa, status, and achievemeata (4) more conscious 
ot emotional needs and generally more psychologically spph1sti-
cated. Hia cut point in the diohotomy was .5 or less interviews 
for the terminators and 20 or more tor the remainers. His sub-
jects were from the VA Mental Hygiene Clin1c.of Detroit. 
The toregoiDg studies appear to have these common findings: 
remainers are more anxious. more self-dissatisfied, better moti-
vated, more educated, better voe.ibularr, les8 antisocial. more 
authori1;U'1an. In, the area ot adjustment and mental health there 
appear some oppoa1~ tindings. While Sullivan did not find the 
remainers more disturbed than the terminators, Taulbee and. Hiler 
16 
seem. to consider them tt sicker. tf Even Lorr et al considers them 
more anxious and more selt-<l1asatisfied (feelings of inadequacy 
and inferiority tor Hiler and Taulbee) than the terminators whom 
they ,(),orr et al and HUer) consider more hl.pulsi ve, authori-
tarian, antisocial (P87chopathie disturbance, it seems.) 
The present investiption (,180 deals with personality 
tactors, or more specitically, with emotional adjustmen~t but it 
does not consi4er such variables as education, vocabulary. mot!t 
vation, psychological SOphistication, etc. The present stud.y 
alao ditters trom the toregoinc in using the SSCT to measure 
maladjustment or disturbance and it does not measure the predic-
tive validity ot the SSCT as Lorr and Hiler, Eron and. Kotkov did 
in their studies. 
Tbia is more of an elementary investigation trying to 
find signi.ticant,cl1tterences between terminators and. remainers 
by means of the SSCT and by impllcat.ion, the ability o£ this test 
to dist1ngu1ah t.he criterion groups. 
Stu41ep on t1\1 Sentence Complet1.2n Technj..gue 
The use ot the sentence completion method in the eval-
uation of personality has not caught up with the popularity 
enjoyed. by other measures like the Rorschach, r~lPI, and the TAT. 
In the area of premature termination only one study by Hiler 
(1958) 1s reported. 
Perhaps the best sources of information on the historical 
background and subsequent studies on the seT is an artiele b 
17 
Sacks and Levy which tor.ma a chapter in the Abt and Bellack'a 
Projective Payehology (19SO). In this article the authors trace 
the origin ot the SeT from as far baak as Ebblnhaus (1697) 
through Tendler (1930); Lorge and Thorndike {193S), Payne and 
RhOde (1946). Rotter and Willeman (1940-1947) J Stein (1947) J 
S~ond8 (1941), and ends up with~heir version, the SSCT, the 
form used in this study. It is apparent trom this historical 
study that the seT admits ot Ulany torma, different scoring methods 
and interpretations according to the varioua objectives and the 
th.eoretical orienta'ions of their authors. '1'his variety of torms, 
scoring, interpretatioM and the lack ot normat1:". studie. have 
discouraged many researchers who preter to US8 better standard-
ised. aad validated. irustruaente. More investigation. are needed 
on the SeT. 
In lat.r ,.8aJ-s tbe litaratUJ'a on the SeT is increasine_ 
Cromwell and Lundy (19S4) in trying to 1'ind the stems that con-
ainently produce many clinical hypotheses found that the "more 
prod.ucti ... e stema reter to the tirst person, to the tutm-e. and to 
the present. and to the emotional aspecta ot their subjecUa." 
Stephen (1960) reported that change in a retest ot the seT. 
Rotter torm on the same subject reflects the real change in hia 
adjustment, .) to 6 years later. 
The us. ot the SCT in differentiating two or more groups 
with regard to peraonality traits is reported in many interesting 
articles. Henry Gawdan at a1 (195') used the SCT with the Bender 
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Gestalt to predict adjustment outside the hospital by testing 
those who 1IIlproved tl-oII the unimproved.. The Murray MacKinnon 
SCT was used by Hadley anc1 V .. ~a (19409) to 1nve.tiaate the in-
fluence of emotional disturbance on academic success and they 
r"und out that low scholastic achiev.ent may in part be attrib-
uted. to emotional disturbance. l:otter &. Ratterty (194.9) l~\u.ed 
the:t.r own SCT ~OrDl to screen applicanta tor coll.... Efron 
(195J) devtunc hl. SCT torm and t .. 1nc three Iroup. 01 patients 
the eulcl1dal, assaUl.tive and. aon-auaultlve found the seT to be 
:1 ,004 1nd.lcator of the 8U1.c1de .. bent pa1;1ents. In the area of 
marr1ace counaellnc Iuelbera (1964). using the Rotter-Ratferty 
torm, 'tr1ecl to measure mantal satisfaction. Although her 
stwly needed l\Irther validation, 1t showed. some .viclence of the 
potentiality ot the SCT as a meaaure ot marltal satiaraetlan, 
Studies with the Back torm of the SCT were naturally 
start-eel by the author hialsell'. In order to .explore the relative 
influence of stems ,. • .tarring to the first person (Form A) and 
that o~ at .. ret8ITiRg to other persons (Form B) he admin1sterec 
both tonY W 100 patients. The reaults show thet Form A prove. 
more eft.c~lv. tban Form B in discovering ~he aubj$ct'. dis. 
turbane. 1-. .,t1tud.s, toward. sex,father, mother, family 
unitt hneroaexual relations. colleague., superiors, coale and 
the tuture. BecaUM of the many variable. involved Sacks him. 
alAr ls DOt. too confident of the results of hie tast..· 
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Another study with the SSCT was done by Brody (1957) who 
compal"8d chronic violators, accident repeaters an4 a control 
group for reaction time. visual field, and depth perception. 
Kingsley (1961) t us1ng SseT. compared the p.tJrsonality structure 
o.f psychopaths, and. non-.-psychopaths among the prisoners with 
non.pri80ners aa cOn1iro1s. He found that psychopa1ms scored 
a1an1ticantly higher than non-psychopaths in the areas of 
honilit,.. heterosexual relations, .':titude tward authority, 
subord1r.ate. and. gu.1lt fe.liIll8. In the.8 same areas the 
paychopatha scored. higher than the no~ri8oner normals. He 
conclud.ec1 that the SOOT. 11ke the MMPI Jean dUferentitlte the \ 
non-prisoners tram the prisoner.. The BBCT was a180 used by 
Va'lagha (1963) to explOl'e thepp€:rsonal1ty disturbance between 
seminarians who remained in the seminary and those Who left. 
He Jound alln1.ficant 41f'terences betw •• n the two. This study 
is a study on termination. not in therapy bUU in seminary 
training. 
Ot all the at.ud.1.. done with the SCT method. the most 
similar t.o the present 1!lvestigat1on 1. that of Hilar (19,8) 
mentioned in the preoed.1n&aect.1on (p.16), who wanted to 
d1tfven1i1.~e terminators hun remalners in therapy by mean8 
of the sentence completion t.~1qu.. Although pursuing the 
.. 
same object.ive of ditferent"iat1ng remainers and terminators. it 
1s different trom t.his project 1n the following respects: 
(1) Hie subjects were out-patient therapy pat1ents while this 
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study is concerned with couples who come for counseling. It is 
a,sumed that patients in mental clinics are more emotionally 
disturbed than clients in counseling; (2) He used the SeT 
. r11chigan form, with 100 stems and scored differently than the 
SSCT which consists of 60 stems: (3) im methodology Hiler's 
study is again different. He employed one rater; he evaluated 
the responses on the basis of 25 personality variables like 
evaaivenes., desire for status, feelings of inadequacy, etc. 
He t~her validated his findings by cross validation and deter-
mined the predictive validity of the significant factors found. 
In this study, there are two raters; the responses are rated for 
emotional adjustment in 15 attitude areas. No determination 'of 
predictive validity i$ made. In short, it may be said that 
Hiler's is a more advanced study, superior to the present 
investigation, which is solely exploratory. 
None of the other studies using the SC~ technique dealt 
with termina1;.1on, ~nmarriage .eaunseling. And Hiler t s study is 
in many respects different from this investigation. It is 
therefore a pioneering attempt in studies on pr$mature termina-
tion. 
: 
Subjects 
CHAPTEH. III 
r~lETHOD AND PROCEDURE 
The material for the study was the SSCT protocols of cou-
ples who came for counseling to the C.F.C.S. between 1964 and 
1966. Of the 312 tests drawn from the fil.s only 140 could meet 
the follOWing three selection crit.ria: (1) the client-s must 
b. paired as couples; (2.) each couple had 5 or more interviews 
for the remainer group and three or l.ss for the terminators., 
(:3 ) the number ot responses or sentences completed on the test 
were sufficient enough to be rated on the 15 attitude areas. 
The first condition r.sts on the assumption that marriage coun. 
seling is most etrectiv. when both parties take part and co-
operatec\in counseling.. Thus marriage counselors generally in-
volve both marital partners (and children when needed) in 
counseling. Furthermore, it is a common observation in coun-
seling practice that when one ot the partners quit. the also 
withdraws. Thirty-fiv. pairs or 70 cases in the remainer group 
and 35 c~uples in the terminator group met this condition. 
Protocols ot 24 men and 32 women were disqualified on this score. 
The number or interviews was arbitrarily set at 5 or more 
tor the remainers and 3 or less tor the terminators. Many in-
vestigators put a sharp dividing line in the series ot inter-
views by taking a definite number as cut ott poing below which 
are the terminators and at this cut otf point and above are the 
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remainers. It was thought more reasonable to assume that dif-
ferences would occur if a certain gap or distance separated the 
criterion groups; one-interview difference does not seam to make 
lfl1.\ch difference between the two groups. Therefore two inter-
views separated them in this study_ By interview is meant a 
session of 45 minutes to an hour and the definition includes 
both .1nt.ake arlcl treatment. Although the intake interview is 
primarily a data gathering ~cesaJ it bas many of the charac-
teristics ... effects ot a treatment interview. For example. 
the relief felt by the counselee when he unburdens his problem 
to an und.erstanding counselor, the rapport established on first 
contact ,the manner lInl. which counselor handled counselee's 
questions; all these are therapeutic, like the treatment inter-
view, and they have much influence on the next contact after 
the intake.. Holding to this second condition were the remainer 
couples whose numbers of sessions (whole group of couples) 
ranged trom S to 17 with each spouse (either husband or wife) 
averaging e.a counseling sessions. The); tenrd.nator couples 
had trom 1 to 3 sessions and eaoh olient averaged 1.6 session. 
For each couple in each croup the counseling was conducted e1thel 
separately or jointly. 
Terminator couples were thoae who stopped counseling betor4 
the fcurth ses8ion against the advice or consent of the coun-
selor. Those who tor a reasonable cause-death ot spouse, rete~ 
ral to the chancerr~ s_paration or to psychiatric treatment-
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were not included in the terminator group. In one case, the 
~usband died, 10 c9uples stopped because their situation had 
improved, 5 pairs insisted on separation and therefore their 
case was referred to the chancery, and 23 couples were advised 
to see a psychiatrist. 
The last condition required 8 sufficient number of com-
pleted sentene.s~to be meaningfully rated according to the 15 
categories or attitude areas. Lacking this condition 48 cases 
or 24 couples were not included in the study. Taba. I sum-
marizes this process of elimination. 
TABLE I 
SELECTIONJOF SUBJECTS 
m 
Subjects Men Women Couples Total of case. 
Included: 
Rema1ners 
Terminators 
Not included: 
Unpaired 
Paired but 
closed be. 
cause: 
l8) h.uaband died b) psychiatri c c) to chancery d) improved 
Incomplete resp. 
Total 
does not 
35 ).5 
24 
1 
23 
.5 
~ 25 
24 
152 
).5 ).5 
32 
1 
23 
.5 
5 
24 
160 
35 )5 
1 
2) 
5 
5 
24 
128* 
70 
70 
56 
2 
46 10 
10 
48 
312 
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MAtching Criterion Qroups 
r40st of the investigators in the area of premature termina-
tion do not match their subjects according to the factors that 
are associated with continuance. Sullivan (1957) says that :$.ti 
is impossible to control or even specify all or many of the 
factors which affect outcome of therapy and therefore large 
samples are needed. Another reason seems to be what TauThbee 
(i958) adduces: "Regardless of the way in which certain iden-
tiliable personality variables interact with other variables 
in the therapeutic relationship, they will be retlected in 
certain psychological tests." This opinion appears tenable it 
the a1m ot the investigation is to explore the potentiality of 
a certain measure in id.ntity1ng some personality factors. But 
when one wants to test how closely associat.d is this one tac-
tor (among others) to termination in order to prove its predic-
tive accuracy in influencing termination, then it seems the 
control ot other lactors is nec.ssary. For how can one claim 
that termination was due to this lactor when there are others 
that may have influenced it? Th. present study tries to explore 
the possibility 01 USing the SSCT to identify some personality 
factor; namely, maladjustment that would significantly dis-
criminate between terminators and remainers in marriage coun-
seling. As such, it did not require matching the subjects on a1 
p_,sible tactors. NeVertheless, upon inspection of the data. 
! 
it was lound out that the subjects or criterion groups could be 
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, 
matched on many factors. This matching may come in handy tor 
turther investigation. Table 2 shows how the dichotomous croups 
were matched on 80me tactors. It was n~ possible to match 
them on such variables as therapist' $ influence, type ot coun-
seling, situational variables and many other3 that are asso-
ciated with continuance and outcome ot therapy. In all, the 
tactors in which the groups ar$ matched no significant dit. 
terences. 
TABLE 2 
GROUPS ~aTCHED ON ALL POSSIBLE FACTORS 
Factors ; ~iiiih:: :us an: =. itu~e 
t It it I , lIilll 
1. Education: 
Collegl (averag" 14 6 14 5 
.) years) 
28 High Soh. (average 20 20 19 
3. yrs.) Grade Sth r 1 4- 2 2 
2. Occu~t10n: 
Sld led labor 20 16 
P!'Of'e8sional or 
semi-protessional 15 16 
HOUNW1te 2.5 22 
Workins*lfc 10 13 
3. Income (average annual) $7.000 ~7.400 
4. Age (ranee> •• * 22-57 21-52 21-5) 17-48 
*The Average years ot collece and high school eduoationwas 
taken tor the group. 
**They do clerk-sales J telephone operators J and semi-skilled 
kinds ot tasks. 
***Age is not considered by most investigators as associated 
wIth termination. 
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Ill. ;Inltt!Rlni: 
The Sacks Sentenoe Ca.pletion Teat (SSCT) used in this 
study will be briefly described and commented on. For a detail. 
description of the same the reader ie referred to the artiele 
by the author in Abt & Bellakta Projective Psychology (1950). 
Joseph M. Sacks and other psychologists of the New York 
Mental Hygiene Service designed the teat (for acreeniag therapy 
patient.) t.o discover significant clirdcal material 1n four 
representative areas of adjustment: sex, faudly t 1nterpersonal 
relat1ons, and .elf-concept. F1£teen attitudes were comprised 
UDder the.e four leneral areas with either tbree or tour at-
titude. UDder each general group. Each ot the 15 attitudes con-
tuna ,.. it.s or st .. that are 4'.ianed to eliclt respoues 
,enaini. to tha't particular attitude area. 
In the general headiag of au, are 2 attitudes, towards 
wOllen and. towari.. heterosexual relationah1p. Among the g ltems, 
~ in each attitude) are 1JUch 1tem.: "I think most girls 
are ••• t It "It I had sex nlations ••• " The are. oftha family 
inolud •• three att:1tuclesJ towards mother, fath.r~ and. tamil,. 
unit w:1th such at_a 11k., "1 wish lI1 tather, It "1 love my 
mother but ••• " The area of interpersonal relationsh1p include. 
·attitucle. toward. friends, colleague. at York, superiors and 
people _pe"1..... The complete test is £ound in Appendix I. 
The tinal 60 items incorporated in the test were selected 
trOll 280 at_ 8ubmitted. by 20 peychologists and from other 
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stems taken trom existing SCT tests. The 20 psychologists were 
asked to pick out 4 at... tor each of the 15 areas which they 
d .... d most appropriate to eliclt the significant attitude in 
that category. 
The reliability ot the t.st was determin.d by correlating 
the ind.ependent ratings of three psychologists (two 11'1 agree. 
M.nt in 92% and the three in 40-4'%) with the ratings ot the 
psychiatrists who tr •• ted the same subjects. The contingency 
coetficient waa trOll .48 to .57 with staMard errors ot .02 and. 
.03. According to the authors. the •• figure. showed significant 
relationships between the psychologi.ts and psychiatrists. 
The valldity was dtterm1ned by comparing the psychologists' 
inte~i" summaries ot the 50 subjects' respon.ea with the 
clill1cal tindings 'of paych1atrlata. Some 77% ot the pSycholo-
gists' iuterprttatloaa ~. in agreement withclinicaltin4iQga. 
The.e results. according to the authors. ccmparetavorably 
with validation 8core80t the Rorschach and the rAT. 
, Tn the administration the subject i8 told to read the 
atem and complete it as quickly as possible. Respon.e. can be 
giv.n orally, but ,enerally they are written. 
The scoring takes the following steps: (1 ) the scorer 
make. an 111terpretat.1ve 8lIII'IIIarT judpettt baaed on his clinical 
experience ot the tour re.pon ••• in each attitude area, taken 
together, (2) he rate. the degree ot disturbane. aceording to 
a 4-point eealt s x .. unknownl 0 .. no d.isturbance J 1 .. a11ght 
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and no need tor tberapeu'ic aid; ) • severely disturbed J, re-
Qu1r1nc therapeutic aid. Dlat,$ad of a global score by adding 
all rat~8 of individual it .. as Rotter did, Sacks rate. each 
attitude with a combined. rat1ng of the 4 response. under it. 
He then makes a atat_ent. of thGM areas in which the subject 
1. more or le.. d~~turbecl and then he makes a description of 
the lntenelat1onsh1p of the at;titudeewith respect to. ~t.nt, 
Finally, a personaUty atructun of the sub.ect 1s given as 
regards his mod.e of response. 4IIDlOtional adjustment. maturity. 
real1ty level. '&Jl(1 maDner in which cODtUo't$ ~. expressed.. A 
rati. __ at in which theM various phases are illustrated 1s 
tOUDd. in the Appelldix. 
Some observations on the SSCT seem appropriate in relation 
to the present investigation. One weakness of the test is its 
lack of standardisation and empirically established norms 11ke 
most ot the projective techniques. The validity of the test 
when applied to another population from the one on which it was 
originally devised. may be questioned. But on inspection ot the 
st_, except 8011. tew it .. , they are, in general, applicable 
p 
to any population. They do not .e.. spec11'1cally structured 
tor "sick" people. In tact, the authors of the te.t fonnulated 
it to "screen" or .elect patients for therapy. Thus it may be 
administered. to normals 8!!d "sick." 
Of the few items that should be modified when applied to 
the population in this study (married) some need revision in 
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t.he opinion of t.he investigat.or. In rating such response. like 
"compared with others, lIlY f'am.ly ..... If he ~iced that the ...... 
spon.e re.ferred ambiguously to h1.s own .tuily or to his parents' 
of which he i8 (was) a member. Another item. "Thos. I work 
with •••• tl "When I ... the boss coming ••• " Most wives answered, 
ttl d.o not 't'IQrk\ . I have no boeatt . Aleo the st_. "Betore the 
war ••• ," Manr anew .. eel, "I wa. not yet. born. n With thia re-
sponse. OIl. C8.DIlO\ "t:. his •• 'it~ towucla the past. The 
a .. hore th_.el" .. (p. 370) a4td.t the need. tor reviaion ot a •• 
a.... with regard to ecor1ng; the SSCT has the advantage 
!' 
over the Rotter and. Rohc1e method in that 1t locali •• s the mal-
ad.jutaents t.na\ea4 of ,iring a leneral emot10nal adjustment ot 
the sub~ect. A lenval rating cannot be liven. It 1s tNe that 
in the. a ' ..... 1 ~ .-'_eDt 'S liven, but. no dqrM 
o£ ,eneRl ~1 health" is "qu.l.Jltitat:l:f'ely" given tor 
atati.leal ..... luation. 
Rat£DC R.M:RsNI' 
Betore the te.ts were· scored, the response. of the 140 
clients were copie. and vranged according to the 15 categories 
, , 
with 4 at .. in each. In all, there were 2100 attitude .icore. 
'. 
to be rated, 15 ratings tor each ot th~ 140 wbjects. Althouch 
some investigators changed the rating r.ocle by subatitut1ne 0 
tor X, 1 tor 0, 2 tor 1, and .3 tor 2. the Sacks' ratine code 
was tollowed. in this study. 
)0 
The sooring wa. independently done by two judges. One 1s 
a Ph.D .. protesaor in P.,chology, a practiciag clinical psycholo-
gin .nd counselor 'W'1th ..... 1 years otbackground exper1ence. 
The other is a practicing Bounse1or at the C.F.C.S. world.ng tor 
h1a M. A. in Pastoral Counseling. Although the .tormer 18 b_ter 
. qual1tied, both ... C()IDt)&tem enough to pasa clJ.n1cal jUdgments 
and rate the .-.apensea properl,.. 
Aner the scoring was d.orut, the scores were caapared tor 
relJ.abll1ty. This waa done by perctmtage agnaaent, as Sacks 
(1950) and KiDaley (1961) did when they used 1;11a SOOT. Table 
, show. \he pec.ntag. of agr._nt inolucU,ng deviations of 1 
or 2 pouts tram each oth.-'s .ccr.s. and .he number of it ... 
wheN the .. davia"Sons occurred. 
The 'able showe ~t the percentage of pertect agreement 
ia $1 and. \he ~ wi'th 1 point 18 68. rhls CCID'lpaNS 
favonbly with the nUabil1tie. of other j\ld.ses' ratings on 
studies w11$A the SSCT. taaael,. with sack. t 92% in two at three 
nt ... and Ktuley's 77% tor two .corfW," The percentage agree-
ment bftft8J1 the two .. tera 18 high fmOUlh to warrant their 
coapatib1lity. GreateSt d1eagrM1lent wi'tb a deviation or 1 was 
Jlost noticeable in area. of aux1ety. selt-esteem, and goals. 
Perhap8 it the two at down together and agreed on soma criteria 
tor evalUll'tlll reapon.... it 18 pouibl.e that there would have 
been le. d!. .. ar ...... 
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TABLE 3 
PEHCENTAGE OF AGRE&\1ENT BETWEEN TWO RATERS 
IN HATING 2100 ATTITUDES 
Attitude Percentage of Agreement 
towards: Perf. Deviation Deviation 
agreement N.* of 1 N. of 2 N. 
l·~other .$1 122 .11 16 .02 2 
Father .90 126 .10 13 .01 1 
Family Unit .82 115 .17 24- .01 1 
Women .86 120 ,~,13 19 .01 1 
'iIt. 
Heterosexual Ren.. .79 110 .20 29 .01 1 
li'riends .79 109 .21 31 
Authority .as 123 .12 17 
Subordinates .$6 119 .13 20 .01 1. 
Colleagues .96 134- .04 6 
Fears &. Anxiety .67 94 .32 45 .01 1 
Guilt Feelings .75 103 .21 31 .04 6 
Self esteem .70 9" ~. . ,. ~ .30 44-
The Past .$4- 11$ .16 22 
The Future .$3 116 .17 24-
Goals .70 98 .30 42 .01 1 
Total .$1 1703 .1$ 383 .01 14 
*Number of items or attitudes 
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The marked differences are obviously due to the raters' dif-
ferences in training, experience and orientation from which 
rating ultimately depends. But the percentage agreement of 81% 
perfect, and 88% within 1 point was deemed high inter-rater 
reliability for the present investigation. In those areas 
where raters disagreed, the final score or rating taken for 
statistical computation of significant differences was the mean 
of the two scores. 
~jleth9d of Analysip 
The object of the investigation was to see whether there 
are significant differences in maladjustment in the fifteen 
attitude areas between remainer and terminator couples. For 
this, three groupings were set from which three comparisons 
were made; namely, remainer husbands vs. terminator husbands; 
remainer wives vs. terminator wives; and finally, remainer 
couples vs. terminator couples. The assumption underlying 
these groupings is that marriage is a relationship where both 
partners interact and mutually influence one another. Thus, if 
emotional disturbance is noted in either partner, the marital 
situation is aggravated. 
No overall maladjustment rating is provided for in the 
Sacks scoring system. If one wants to know whether a Signifi-
cant difference between couples exists in general personality 
adjustment and not according to attitudes, then some means would 
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to do so by filling in a 3 x 2 contingency table the summed 
scores of the terminators in the lower row and X2 value was 
computed. The same procedure was followed when comparing wives 
vs. wives and husbands vs. husbands for general maladjustment 
differences. 
In all the foregoing comparisons the X2 technique was 
applied to test the null hypothesis of no significant dif-
ferences between the criterion groups. This was deemed the 
most appropriate statistic because the scores are expressed in 
frequencies. The "X" scores were eliminated from analysis 
because X ratings are unknown and valueless. Of the 2100 
items there were 76 Its or 4% or all ratings. 
In some cells score frequencies were so small, less than 
5, that they were oombined with cells to which they belong 
logically. For example, ~ small frequency in cell of rating 
n2" ,( severe disturbance' would naturally belong to cell "1 n 
(mildly dist;urbed) instead of cell "on or no disturbance. 
Small cell 1'0" was combined with cell "1." With these combina-
tions the degree of fr&edoms (dt) varied, either 1 or 2 
dep.n~1ng on whether the table was 3 x 2 or 2 x 2. 
Only significant ditferences at the .0; level of conti-
dence were considered valid to reject .~he null hypothesis. 
However, cl1f'ferences in the .20 or .10 leVel approaching the 
towards which they tended~ Probably by increas 
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these values would reach the.05 level. 
The chi-square value-does not show where the significant 
diff~rence is located, whether in call "0", normal, or cell 
"1f', slight disturbance, or "2", severe. One must inspect the 
contingency table and see which rating contributed most scores 
and by what group and then where the difference is most notice-
able between the two groups as regards both observed and ex-
pected frequencies. For example, the biggest difference in 
observed frequencies and biggest deviation differences from 
expected. frequencies is noted in cell TIl", then one may say 
the significant difference shown by chi-square value is located 
here and the corresponding maladjustment is "1", mildly dis-
turbed. 
The direction towards continuance or discontinuance was 
determined by the group in the dichotomy to which the greater 
disturbance is attributed. For example, if greater disturbance 
in attitude towards self-esteem was attributed to theremainer 
group, then the direction of this personality factor was posi-
tive towards continuance; and the direction is negative if the 
greater disturbance is found in the terminator group. 
In other words, the more disturbed in self-esteem tended 
to remain and those less disturbed in that area tended to with-
draw. The assumption is that this greater disturbance in self-
esteem W'h~:ih is characteristic of· bhe remainer group is a per-
sonality factor associated with continuance in therapy: remainere 
are more disturbed in self-esteem. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 
The comparative analyais by chi-square of the various 
groupings yielded results that gave a basis to either accept 
or reject the null hypothesis or no significant difference in 
the various attitude.. Table 4 shows the resulta of the hus-
banda va. husbands caapar1aon. 
TABLE 4 
REMAINER AND TEru~INATOR HUSBANDS COMPARED 
Attitude towards: X2 dt Direction Degree P 
1. Mother 1.90 2 .. 2 n8 
2. Father 6.)8 1 + 2 .Os 
3. Family unit ).02 2 + 2 ria 
4. Women 2.12 1 + 1 .20 
s. Heter. relations 1.86 1 + 2' .20 6. Friends 1.74 1 + 1 .20 
7. Authority .26 1 none ns 
8. Subordinates .49 1 none ns 
9. Colleagues 2.92 1 
-
1 .10 
10. Fears &::. anxiety 3.29 1 + 2 .10 
11. Guilt feelings .91 1 + me 
12. Selt.a,steam. 5.37 1 + 1 .05 
1). 'lh. past 1.10 1 none na 
14. Th. future .24- 1 none ns 
IS. Goals .• r.06 1 none' ns 
Degre'<j means that of' mal¢justment 
+ positively associated with continuance; - negatively 
ns, not avenat.the .201"'81. . 
'Table 4 shows that the Remainer husbands are significantly 
more disturbed than the Terminators in variable or atti-
tude. 2 (Father> and 12 (Se1t-este.). In attitudes 4 (Women), 6 li'r1ends), 9 (Collearues) and 10 (Anxiety) they 
tend. ~o arf:ater maladjustment ut not significantly so', 
the X value. being less than at the .05 level. In th6 
other areas no sicn1tieant diff .. ence waa noted. 
i~ 
,".-, 
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It is interesting to note that in the attitude towards 
colleagues the terminators appeared more maladjuste~ but the 
significance did not reach the .05 level, The degree of dis-
turbance where the significarit differences were noted tor the 
remainers was 2 (seyere) in the attitude towards Father ,and l' 
.. , 
(mild) in the attitude towards Selt-esteem. The direction the 
remainers have in these two attitudes is positive or towards 
continuance. Except in these two areas the null hypothesis is 
accepted. 
The results of the comparison of remainer'w1ves and ter-
minators are shown in Table 5. It shows that the remainers are 
more d1.sturbed than the tenninators in attitude 12; namely t 
towards Self-esteem. The direction the remaill..ars have in these 
two attitudes is positive or towards continuance. Except in 
these two ar~as the null hypothesis is accepted. 
The results of the comparison, of remainers and ter-
minators are shown in Table 5. It shows that the remainers are 
more disturbed than the terminators in attitude 12, towards 
Self-esteem. Like the remainar husbands they tend to stay in 
cOUDaeling. Alao like their husbands the disturbance is mild, 
(1) In areas, 1 (Mother), 2 (Father), 3 (Family unit), 7 
(Authority) t and 10 (Anxiety). The remainer wives also showed 
more disturbance but not significant enough to reject the null 
hypothesis of no significant ditference. In attitude towards 
colleaguea. the terminator wives, like their terminator husbands, 
)7 
appeared more disturbed but significance is practically nil. 
TABLE 5 
REMAINER WIVES AND TERMINATOR WIVES COMPARED 
Attitude towards: I~ df Direction Degree P 
n.. Mobher 5.)1 2 + 2 .10 
',2. Father 4.21. 2 + 1 .20 ). Family unit 2.11 1 + 1 .20 
4-. Women 1~22 1 none ns 
5. Heter. relations .)2 1 none ns 
6. Friends .17 1 none ns 
7. Authority 2.ltl. 1 + 1 .20 
8. Subordinates 1.09 1 
-
1 ns 
9. Colleagues .25 1 
-
1 os 
10. Fear &, anx~ety ).72 1 + 2 .10 
11. Guilt feelings .17 1 none ns 
12. Self-esteem ).93 1 + 1 .0S 
13. Theppast .44- 1 none ns 
14. The future .06 1 1'10ne ns 
1S. Goals .24 1 none ns 
Four areas showed significant differences between Rema1ner 
(.' (~' ~e~ 
_ouples and Terminators as shown in Table 6. 'It appeared that, 
at the .0S level the remainers were more disturbed in the atti~ 
tudes towards mother, father, anxiety and self-esteem. The 
direction of these four areas is positive; that means the re-
mainer couples tended to stay in counseling. Disturbance in 
area o~ attitude towards mother is 2 or sever; in attitude 
towards Father. it is 1 and 2; that means, significant differ-
ences upon inspection ot the contingency tables were noted in 
ce lls for sever and mild disturbance. The Stilue degrees are 
noted 1n attitude towards anxiety, but in self-esteem the 
disturbance is only mild (1). In attitudes towards family 
unit, betero-sexual relations, friends, authority figures, 
and guilt feelings. the remainers also tended to benmore dis-
turbed but not at a significant difference from the terminators. 
The terminators, on the other hand, tended to be more disturbed 
in areas or attitudes towards subordinates and colleagues; but 
neither to a !ligniri~ant. degree. 
TABLE 6 
REMAINER COUPLES AND TERMINATORS COMPARED 
Attitude towards: X2 df D1rection Degree P 
1. ~~other 6.44 ;( + 2 .05 
2. Father 7.99 2 + 1-2 ~05 ). Family unit 4.95 2 + 2 .10 
4. Women .12 1 none ns 
5. Heter. relations 2.54 1 + 2 .10 
6. Friends 1.10 1 + 1 .20 
7. Authority 2.18' 1 + 1 .20 
e. Subordinates 1.)$' 2 
-
1 ns 
9. Colleagues ).)1 2 
-
2 .20 
10. Fears & Anxiety 7.80 2 + 1-2 .05 
11. Guilt feelings 3.25 2 + 2 .20 
-12. Self-esteem 7.00 2 + 1 .05 
13. The past .14 1 none n. 
14. The future .26 1 none ns 
15. Goals .26 1 none ns 
'p 
The results of the chi-square oomputation of differences 
for general personality adjustments are as follows: torRe-
Mainer husbands vs. Terminators, x2 is 4.51, significant at 
.20 level; for wives X2 is .872, not significant and for 
couples, X2 is 5.73, which is near significant at .05 level 
with 2 dr. This shows that in eneral malad ustment there 
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no significant differences except near significance in the 
comparison by couples. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
From an inspection of the results it appears that the aim 
of the investigation was achieved. The SSCT has the potential-
ity of significantly discriminating between remainer couples 
and terminators in marriage counseling by showing significant 
differences in emotional adjustment in some attitude areas; 
namely, attitudes towards mother, father, guilt, anxiety, and 
self-esteem. With the differences significant at the .05 level, 
it can be admitted with confidence that the remainer couples 
are more disturbed in these areas than the terminators. With 
caution and less confidence, because thelT levels of confidence 
are less, the attitudes towards family, heDerosexual relations, 
friends. authority, and guilt feelings may also be considered 
disturbed areas of the remainers and more so than for the 
terminators, In the attitudes towards subOrdinates and col-
leagues, the terminators appear more disturbed with signifioance, 
approaohing the .05 level. or tending to that direction. 
These findings seem consistent with the findings of 
previous studies on personality factors associated with pre-
mature termination. It is generally admitted by investigators, 
as shown in the review of literature, that remainers appear 
more anxious than terminators. In this study, this was also 
found. Remainer couples were more disturbed in this area than 
the terminators,and their difference was significant at .05 leveQ 
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Another personality variable commonly admitted by inves-
tigators to significantly discriminate remainers from termina-
torsia the feeling of inadequaey and dissatisfaction with 
themselves. MtNair et a1 (1962) says that "compared with 
Remainers, Terminators admit less dissatisfaction with their 
behavior." Hiler (1958) expresses the same by "feelings of 
personal and social inadequacy. tl With such responses like "I 
feel sorry tor myself," HI get mad," "Inability to solve 
problems" which the remainer couples wrote to complete stems in 
the area of self-esteem, one maynot~ce such feelings of in-
adequacy and dissatisfaotion. Again in this area the Remainer 
couples appeared more disturbed at the .0; level of sig-
nificant difference. 
If 80me tree interpretation is allowed, the greater 
disturbance of the remainer couples in the attitudes towards 
mother and father may mean what Taulbee (1958) calls "remainers 
are more more dependent and more in need of affection." Re-
sponses of the remainer couples in those areas like "he is a 
failure," "ahets a mean, scheming woman," "hets an alcoholic," 
"she left me," seem to indicate their need for love which was 
denied them by their parents. 
In the two areas where the terminator couples appeared 
more disturbed although not at the .0; level, the results seem 
consistent too with previous investigations. Terminators are 
generally considered more anti-SOCial, more authoritatian allfl 
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rigid,., It would seem that their bad attitude towards thai!" 
subordinates and colleagues ahow such anti-social and authori-
tarian traits. Although within thel1mita of this 'studt. these 
personality factors were shown to discriminate the Remainer 
couples trom the Terminators by means oitha SSOT. still one may 
consider the validity of the t.at indiacovering these factors 
dubious because the study lacks eross-validation; it may have 
the merit of blazing the trail but further cross-validation 
1. surely called for. 
With this cross-validation study on8:could also set up a 
prediction formula by comparing an origflnal sample with the 
cross-validation sample or samples and see how accurate do these 
elp1tlcant difterences in these areas predict 'remaining in 
counseling. Or, as Hiler did. predictive validity could. e·«1so 
be established by having a cOUDselor'predi'bti" on these areas 
from, his clinical judgment. 
Upon inspection of the results ot the comparisons of-e. 
husbands ve. 'husbands and wives va. wives, the significant 
dUterences found in the comparison of couples VB. couples do 
not appear so exoept 10 the area of self-esteem. Therese •• 
to be some inconsistency here. The objection can be met in 
two ways. Firstly, if' actual difference will tend to increase 
.a the sample size increases because chi-square is related to 
alze of the sample. In attitudes ttmother." Tather, It and 
"awciety," theX2 values of the wives va. wi "lea comparison were 
I 
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below chi-square values significant at the .05 level but near 
or tended to that direction. When added to the values of the 
husbands in those areas which were also near or tended to, the 
.05 level (sized increased), the difference in value also in-
creased in the couple vs. couple comparison. Secondly, the 
husbands and wives are not considered separately but jointly 
in marriage coutileling. . 
On the question of whether general maladjustment is a 
factor associated with continuance or not, the results in the 
comparison of total ratings in all the 15 areas seem to indi-
cate that disturbance is related to continuance. Since the 
SSeT scoring system does not provide for global disturbance it 
cannot be concluded that according to the scoring of the test 
general disturbance is related to continuance. All one can say 
is disturbance in some areas was shown in this study to dis-
criminate remainer couples from the terminators. The attempt 
which the investigator made for a global disturbance evaluation 
is only tentative and is not at all indicated in the scoring 
method of the SSCT. Nevertheless, upon 'inspection of the chi-
square values of the "tentative'" evaluation, one sees that the 
values tended to the direction of significant and near or above 
values at .50 level: couple vs. couple - 5.732 (between .10 
and .05); husband vs. husband - 4.51 (between .20 and .10); 
wives vs. wives - .'B72 (near .50) and if general disturbance 
is evaluated from the number of areas in the SSCT where remainer 
groups (husbands, wives, couples) showed more disturbance, then 
it seems that remainer groups are more disturbed in general 
than the terminators. This conclusion lends support to Taulbee's 
(1958) findings that "remainers" scored higher in the symptom 
scale of the MMPI. 
That remainers appear more disturbed than terminators 
would contradict the position of Fanshel (1958) and Levitt (1958) 
who claim that "mental health" is not assoc:l.ated with contin-
uance. These opposing viewpoints show the state of confusion 
and contradictory findings of many research projects on termina-
tion. The reason for this is that investigation in this area 
is not conducted in the same, setting, the same methodology, the 
same sample and similar statistics involved. Specifically, 
there is no notable tendency for the verification of findings 
through repetition of identical experiments to be able to 
state categorically that such and such are the findings. Ob-
viously with all these differences in experimental set-up, 
results vary. 
The very term "disturbance", "maladjustment", "mental 
health" must be defined in order to show its association with 
termination or continuance. McNair et a1 (1962) for example, 
fourid that "terminators are less anxious and a.dmit less 
"neurotic" behavior than remainers"; Hiler (1956) found that 
remainers presented neurotic symbols like obsessions, phobias, 
anxiety, etc., while terminators presented anti-social behavior 
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and schizoid feelings. These terms seem to indicate maladjust-
ment and emotional disturbance. Unless anxiety, neurosis, 
a~l-social tendencies mean something other than disturbance, 
),' 
then one can say that maladjustment is not related to con-
tinuance. 
A final consideration is concerned with the practical 
implications for marriage counseling the results and findings 
of the study have. The usefulness of this research lies in 
its predictive value for selection of patients. As stated in 
the introduction to this study, this was undertaken in order to 
help. solve the drop-out problem of the agency. It must be 
admitted that the study has accomplished just the beginnings 
of further studies. The results must be validated by cross-
validation in order to determine its predictive value. Further 
still, it is suggested that studies be made with proper con-
trols on cases of actual "terminees" in order to show to what 
extent are personality factors related to termination or con-
tinuance. As Gundlach and Geller (1958) asked: "Is it really 
the terminee, or is duration and termination partly adminis-
trative artifacts and partly reflection of the kind of person-
ality problems that staff are interested in or skilled at 
handling?" Besides, it has been observed that terminators in 
one clinic go to others. 
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Control of factors other than personality attributed are 
therefore necessary in predicting continuance. But if the 
control of all factors is an impossibility, then at least 
large samples (further validations), as Sullivan (1958) sug-
gested, are needed. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was undertaken to e~plore the possibility of 
using the SSCT for discrimination bft'remainer couples from 
terminator couples in marriage counseling·by significant dif-
ferences in their emotional adjustment. A corollary hypothesis 
tested in this study is that maladjustment is not a personality 
factor related to continuance. 
The material for the investigation were protocols of 35 
remainer couples and 35 terminator couples who met the three 
selection criteria: (a) paired clients as husband and wife; 
(b) three or less sessions for the terminators and tive or 
more interviews for remainers; (c) sufficient sentences com-
pleted to receive ratings in all 15 categories of the test. 
The independent raters showed 88% agreement within one 
point, which was considered sufficient inter-scorer reliability. 
\. 
Comparisons of terminator husbands vs. remainer husbands, 
terminator wives vs.~mainer wives, and remainer couples vs. 
terminator couples were m.ade with the ch~"!"square method of 
analysis. 
The results showed significant differences between 
terminator couples and remainer couples in four attitude areas 
of emotional adjustment. The remainer couples were found to 
be more disturbed in their attitudes towards Father, Mother, 
Anxiety, and Self-esteem, with significant differences at the 
I"'I_ 
..... 
.. ,;: 
.05 level of confidence. In the attitudes towards family unit, 
heterosexual relations, friends, authority, and guilt, the 
remainers also showed differences or more disturbance than the 
terminators but were not significant at the .05 level although 
they approached or tended towards that direction. In the 
attitudes towards subordinates and colleagues, the terminators 
"appeared more).,.u.sturbed but again the differences were below 
the .05 level of significance. These results were discussed 
and interpreted and were found consistent with some of the 
previous findings in the area of premature termination. Within 
the limitations and restrictions ot the research design and 
relate~ solely to the particular sample ~tudiedt the following 
.. / 
conclusions appeared warranted: 
(1) The SSCT has the potentiality of discriminating 
remainer couples from the terminators in marriage counseling by 
revealing significant differences in emotional adjustment 
between the dichotomy. 
(2) The remainers appeared more disturbed in their at-
titudes towards Father, Mother, Anxiety, and Self-esteem. 
(3) Maladjustment (specifically in these areas) seemed 
related to continuance in marriage c~unseling. 
It is suggested that future researeh aimed at checking 
these results should include more samples for cross-validation. 
Some items in the· SSC'l'J particularly those refe:rring to the 
Family. Subordi,jJ&tes, Colleagues, lind the Past should be 
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revised for testing marriage counselors. The present study 
can be described as a modest beginning and has the merit of 
"blazing the trail" for other rQsearch projects in the field 
of premature termination in marriage counseling. 
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APPENDIX I 
THE SSCT USED AT THE CATHOLIC FAMILY CONSULTATION SERVICE 
PLEASE FILL OUT THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION 
Mr. l<trs .. --------------------~ -------------------
AGE~ ____________________ __ 
AGE AT MARRIAGE, _____ _ 
OCCUPATION _________________ _ 
INCOME (NET) _______________ _ 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN, ______________ _ 
Draw acirole around the highest school grade which you have 
completed! and indicate whether the school attended was public 
or catho11c. 
GRADE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
HIGH SCHOOL 1 2 3 4 
COLLEGE 1 2 3 4. 
POST GRADUATE 1 2 3 4. 
Catholic 
Catholic 
Catholic 
Catholic 
Public 
Public 
Public 
Public 
APPRAISAL OF YOUR MARRIAGE: (Please check one of the following) 
Very Happy' ,; Happy' __ ; Average __ ; Unhappy' __ 
Very Unhappy. __ 
Please check one of the following if it applies to you: 
1. Have you ever had psychiatric care ______ _ 
2. Have you ever had marriage counselin,_' _____ _ 
3. 'Do you f •• 1 there is a need for marriage oounselinc.g __ _ 
54 
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Time Began:_. ________ _ 
Time Finished: 
----------------NMm ____________________ SEX ____ AGE. ____ DATE _____________ _ 
INSTRUCTIONS: Below are sixty parwly completed sentences. 
Re_.each one and finish it by writing the first 
thing that comes to your mind. Work as quickly 
a8 you can. If you cannot complete an item, 
circle the number and return to it later. 
l..:,I feel tilt my rather seldom 
2. When the odds are against me 
3 • I alway. wanted to 
4. If I wore in charge 
5 • To me the future looks 
6. The men over me 
7. I know it 18 aU1y but I am afraid of 
8. I feel that a real friend 
9. When I was a child 
10. My idea of a perfect woman 
11. When I see a man s.nd a woman together 
12. Compared W1t,h moat faudlies. mine 
13. At work, I cet along best with 
14. My mother 
15. I would do anything to forget the time I 
16. If my father would only 
17. I believe that I have the ability to 
18. I could be perfectly happy if 
19. If people work for me 
Name ____________________ ~ __ 
20. I look forward to 
21. In school, my teachers 
22. Most of my friends don't know that I am afraid of 
23. I don't like people who 
24. Before the war, I 
25 •. I think most girls 
26. My feellng;".about married life is 
2?d lh' family treats me like 
. , 
28, Those! work with are 
29. My mother and I 
30. My geatest mistake was 
31. I wish my father 
32. My greatest weakness is 
)). My secret ambition in life 
34. The people who work for me 
35. Some day I 
36. When I se. the boss coming 
37. I wish 1 could lose the fear of 
38. The people I 11ke best 
39. If I were young again 
40.1 believe most women 
41. If I had sex relations 
42. Most families I know 
43 • I like working with people who 
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Name___________ _ __________ __ 
44. I think that most mothers 
45. When I was younger, I felt guilty about 
46. I feel that my father is 
47. When luck turns against me 
48. In giving orders to others I 
49. What I want most out of life 
50. When I am older 
51. ~,ople whom I consider my su~ors 
52. My fears sometimes torce me to 
53. When I'm not around, my friends 
54. My most vi rid chUdhood memory 
55. What I like least about women 
56. My sex life 
57. When I was a child, my family 
58. People who work with me usually 
59. I like my mother but 
60. The worst thing I ever did 
Subject: 
APPENDIX II 
SSCT RATING SHE~~ 
'Sex: 
Time: 
Date: 
Age: 
Instructions: On the basis of your olinical judgment, ' 
taking into acoount such faotors as in-
appropriate responses, sysphoric referenoes 
and manifestations of confliot, rate the 
SSCT r~sponses of the subjeot in the fifteen 
oategories listed below, according to the 
following scale: 
2 - Severely disturbed. Appears to require therapeutic 
aid in handling emotional con-
£licts in this area 
1 - Mildly disturbed. Has emotional confliots in this 
area, but appears able to handle 
them without therapeutio aid. 
o - No significant disturbance noted in this area 
X - Unknown. Insufficient evidence 
Note: The SSCT stimulus is typed in lower-
oase letters, the subject's response 
in capitals. When the number of an 
item is Circled, it means that the 
subject did not complete it at first 
but returned to it later. 
I. Attitude Toward Mother. Rating: Nos. 14, 29, 44, 59 
II. Attitude Toward Father. Nos. 1, 16, 31, 46 
III. Attitude Toward Family Unit: Nos. 12, 27, 42 57 
IV. Attitude Toward Women: Nos. 10.~ 25, 40, 55 
v. Attitude Toward Heterosexual Relationships. Nos. 11,26, 
41, 56 
VI. Attitude Toward Friends, Acquaintances. Nos. 8, 23, )8, 
53 
VII. Attitude Toward Superior. At Work or School. Nos. 6, 
21, 36, 51 
VIII. Attitude Toward People Supervised. Nos. 4, 19, 34, 48 
59 
IX. Attitude Toward Colleagues at Work or School. Nos. ;, 
2$, 43, 5$ 
X. Fears. Nos. 7, 22, 37, 52 
XI. Guilt Feelings. Nos. 15, 30 t 45, 60 
XII. Attitude Toward Own Abilities. Nos. 2, 17, 3447 
XIII. Attitude Toward Past. Nos. 9, 24, 39, 54 
XIV. Attitude Toward Future. Nos. 5, 20, 35, 50 
xv. Goals. Nos. 3, 18, 3), 49 
GENERAL SlJlI.lJMARY 
1. Principal areas of conflict and disturbance. 
2. Interrrelationships among the attitudes. 
3. Personality structure. 
A. Extent to which subject responds to ineer 
impulses and to outer st irnuli • 
B. Emotional adjustment. 
C. Maturity. 
D. Re'ality level. 
, '~,~ .. ,Jt1anner in which conflicts are expressed. 
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ILLUSTRATIVE CASE 
The following responses, interpretative summary, and indepen-
dent clinical impression of the psychiatrist who treated the 
subject were obtained during the course of an experimental 
study of the SSCT by Sacks. 
SUBJECT NO. 6 Male Age 19 Diagnosis: Psychoneurosis, mixed, 
Severe 
I. Attitude Toward Mother. Rating 2 
14. My mother has been a problem to me. 
29. My mother and I - are closely tied together. 
44. I think that most mothers - love their children. 
59. I like my mother but - she has been a big problem 
to me. 
Int. Sum: Greatly concerned about emotional ties between 
mother and self and the problems involved in this relation-
ship. (Clinical impression: Ambivalent dependency with 
incestuous wishes and hostility.) 
II. Attitude Toward Father. Rating 2 
1. I feel that my father seldom - has shown affection 
toward me. 
16. If my father would only - act like a father. 
31. I wish my father - were more of a man. 
46. I feel that my father is - not much of a man. 
Int. Sum: Shows need of relationship with an adequate father-
image. Feels that his own father fails to fulfill this role. 
(Clinical impression: Father not a strong person. Can't 
identify with him.) 
ItI. Attitude Toward Family Unit. Rating 2 
12. Compared with most families, mine - is more strict 
and European. 
27. My family treats me like - an intelligent person. 
42. Most families I know - are happy. 
47. When I was a child my family - didn't pay much 
attention to me. 
Int. Sum: Feels he was rejected by family in childhood, but 
that he is respected by them now. Feels he has been handi.capped 
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by parents' rigid attitudes and old-world ways. (Clinical 
impression: Compulsively loyal based on dependency.) 
IV. Attitude Towa~ Women. Rating 0 
10. My idea of a perfect woman - is one who is beautiful 
and smart. 
15. I think most'girls - are looking for husbands. 
40. I believe most women - have good abilities. 
55. What I 11ke;,;~,~s~ about women (no response). 
Int. Suru: Favorable but timid. (Clinical impression: Ex-
treme libidinous impulses which he fears.) 
v. Attitude Toward Heterosexual Relationships. Rating 2 
11. When I see a man and a woman together - I envy them. 
26. My feeling about married life is - that it is swell. 
41. If I had sex relations - 11m not certain as to how 
I'll react. 
56. My sex life - has created feelings of guilt in me. 
Int. Sum: Lacks confidence in his sexual prowess or ability 
to enjoy relationships. Laden with guilt feelings. (Clinical 
impressions: severe superego. Rigid upbringing.) 
VI. Attitude Toward Friends and Acquaintances. Rating 2 
8. I feel that a real friend - would stick by me. 
23. I don't like people who - are high and mighty. 
38. The people I like best - are those who like me. 
53. When I'm not around my friends - they talk about me. 
Int. Sum: Dependen~ and passive. (Clinical impression: 
SocialIzes well. Welli;071iked. ) 
~ . 
VII. Attitude Toward Superiors at Work or School. Rating 0 
6. 
21. ' 
36. 
51. 
The men over me - are responsible men. 
In school, my teachers - liked me. 
When I see the boss coming - I continue with what I 
am doing. 
People whom I consider my superiors - should be 
smarter than I. 
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Int. Sum: Respects them and feels accepted by them. (blinical impression: Dependency well controlled.) 
IX. Attitude TowarU Colleagues at Work or School. Rating 0 
13. At work I get along best with everyone. 
28. Those I work with are - good people. 
43. I like working with people - who work with you and do 
their share. 
58. Peopl~ who work with me usually - like me. 
Int. Sunl: Feels that all are eo-operative and well disposed 
toward him. (Clinical impression: Co-operative. considerate. 
X. Fears. Rating 2 
22. 
37. 
52. 
I know it 1s silly but I am afraid of - being out-
standing and rejected. 
Most of my friends don \ t know that I am afraid of .. 
being rejected and outstanding. 
I wish I could lose the fear of - letting myself go. 
My fears sometimes force me to - crawl into my shell 
and even throw up_ . 
Int. Sum: 'ear that any prominence on his part, rejection by 
others, catlses;hltn to withdraw or to take refuge in digestive 
swpp:to~s. fOllnt'eal impression: Libidinous impulses, 
~il1ty, sedUction.) ,'}!,·'pA 
XI. Guilt. Rating 2 
15. 
60. 
I would do anything to forget the time - I became 
hysterical. 
My greatest mistake was 
When I was youngdr, I felt guilty about - all my 
sex feelings. 
The worst thing I ever did - 'was to keep myself 
from advancing to my fullest· capact~"". \. . 
lnt. Sum: Guilt involved in sex fe~lings has prevented 
developme11t of' his personality potentialities.' (Clinical 
impression: Masturbation, libidinous feelings toward girls, 
mother and sisters.) 
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XII. Attitude Toward Own Abilities. Rating 1 
2. When the odds are against me - I get blue. 
17. I believe that I have the ability to do - anything 
I chose to do. 
32. My greatest weakness is - fear. 
47. When luck turns against me - I wait for it to change. 
Int.Sum: Feels he has high potentialities but 1s depressed 
whin confronted with obstacles. Passive and frayed in dealing 
with them. (Clinical impression: Over-ambitious in relation 
to abilities. Would like to be more brilliant than he is.) 
XIII. Attitude Toward Past. Rating 1 
When I was a child -I received little attention. 
Before the war, I - was happy. 
If I were young again - ltd probably get the same ' 
way as I have. ' ". 
My most vivid childhood memory -"my e~perience 
with a girl. . .' ~ 
Int. Sym: Felt rejected. Impressed with childhood sexual 
experience. (Clinical impression:., Preoccupied with mas-
turbation and with ,111ness.) '< 
XIV. Attitude Toward Future. Rating 0 
5. To me the future looks briRhter. 
20. I look forward to - when ITm well~ 
35. Some day I ."': will be truly happy,. 
50. When I tim !<?,lder - I will be wiser, 
1&4. Sym: Optimistic with respect to health, happ1~eas and 
intellectual growth. (Clinical impression: No conflict. 
,Feels .ble to do thingEJJ., wants to do.)',' ' 
XV. Goald-. Rating 1 
3. I always wanted to - be outstanding. 
18. I could be perfectly happy - if I had peace of mind. 
33. My secret ambition in life - is to be famous. 
49. What I want most out of life - is peace of mind, 
then I'll get all the rest. 
Int. Sym: Wants to be famous and outstanding despite fears 
previously mentioned. Goals seem somewhat vague. (Clinical 
impression: Wife, family, middle-class living.) 
GENERAL S~~RY - (Subject 6) 
1. Principal areas of conflict and disturbance: Mother, 
Father, family unit, heterosexual relations, superiors, fears 
and guilt feelings. 
2. Interrelationships among the attitudes: Problem of close 
emotional tie with mother, lace of father-figure, and strict 
upbringing results in timidity toward women, lack of confidence 
in his sexual prowess; and a strong guilt in his feelings with 
regard to sexual desires. Feeling of rejection in childhood 
and inadequate father-figure leave him with fear of handling 
hostility when he is in position of authority. 
3. PERSONALITY STRUCTURE: 
A. Made of response: Responds primarily to inner impulses (X and XI) 
B. Emotional adjustment: Emotionally constricted (37) 
C. Maturity: Self-centered goals and lack of sexual 
adjustment moderate immaturity 
D. Reality level: Tends to overevaluate his potentialities (17) 
Manner in which conflicts are expressed: Need for 
recognition and acceptance (VI, VIII, IX), conflicts with 
fear of'hostility:,~nd r:ejection by others (X). Conflict 
expressed thro"..lgh.-hd;rawal, 'passive dependency, and 
digestive disturbances. 
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